CDMC Clean Energy Feature Events
Review
China Power & Alternative Energy Summit Series are the most influential and
significant forum in China water industry, and your light tower navigating &
exploring China’s Power Market. It is also presenting the entire bandwidth of
power plan in the expanding China market under one roof, recognizing new
power projects and updated technologies.

Testimonial
“3rd CPAE provides a brilliant platform to understand the core of CDM and
share valuable project development experience.”
Xu Huaqing, Director, National Climate Change Coordination Committee, NDRC
“I very much appreciated having been invited to participate in this very well
organized conference. The welcome & organization were very good. Program
looks very interesting & impressive.”
Kai-Uwe Schmidt, General Secretary of Board, UNFCCC
“Excellent summit on power and alternative energy！ A highly professional
organized event. I would recommend this conference to all interested in
investment opportunities in China.
François Nguyen, Senior Policy Advisor – Electricity Markets, International
Energy Agency
I think generally the organization is very good, all of the speakers are very
relevant to the business we have in China. I’ve learned quite a lot, and I look
forward to the panel discussion later today…”
Jonathan Seliger, Managing Director for China, Alfred Dunhill

Review

The China Nuclear Energy Congress Series will be your one stop forum to get the
latest updates on nuclear projects, policies and government incentives from China
and Asia Pacific region. It keeps its eyes on the most booming and dynamic
nuclear fuel cycle and equipment & facilities markets.

Testimonial

“Communication is the base of corporation; communication stimulates mutual
improvement.”
Wang Sen, Vice President, China National Nuclear Corporation
“The topic coverage is well selected & anticipates the future development of the
industry.
It gathered many influential international & domestic experts, brainstorming
&exchanging expertise.”
Wang Yingsu, Chairman, Huaneng Nuclear Power Company
“Thank you again for a well organized conference, which my colleague and I found
most valuable to attend.”
Dr. Keith Bradley, Regional Vice President, China，Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited
“Energy security, industry structure, especially the sustainable development of
renewable energy
will be the foundation for China’s future social & economical development. The
summit is very
meaningful!”
Wang Qiang, Director of Policy and Regulation, State Electricity Regulatory
Commission

Review
BIPV Summit is China’s first ever & definitive solar energy event integrating the
whole value chain, mapping out the strategic changes in China for sustainable
energy development, gathering all the key stakeholders, from the international
agencies, local governments to leading industrial practitioners and academics.

